You are a ship’s gunner in battle and must fire the gun in 30 seconds to lead your ship to victory! Looking back on the gunnery demonstration in the video, determine the order of firing the gun.

_____ Worm out the barrel to get out any remaining parts of the previous charge.

_____ Prick and prime the gun; break the charge and put some more gun powder in with the powder horn.

_____ Put the charge into the gun and use the ram rod to get it to the end of the barrel.

_____ Clear the gun deck and fire the gun. “fire in the hole!”

_____ Sponge out the gun with sea water; make sure the water spouts out of the gun clear.

_____ Load in your specific shot (bar shot, grape shot etc.) to the gun

There are no cannons on a ship...they call them a ship’s gun! The only difference between the two is that a cannon is on land and a gun is on a ship at sea. Sailor’s have their own language that includes different words for things we have on land. Use these pictures below to answer the questions below.

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

How many cannons are there? ____________________

How many guns are there? _______________________

What are some of the differences? ________________________________________________________________

How are they the same? ____________________________________________________________
Grades 6-8 Tallship Cannon Activity

Build your own cannon using materials around the house. What materials will you use? How much do you need? Design your own cannon below. You can edit your design once you start firing to make it more accurate. What is the right amount of baking soda and vinegar to create the perfect shot?

Materials:
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Design:

What is the right amount of baking soda and vinegar to create the perfect shot?
Gunners must record all the shots they fire while at sea. Record your “shots” from the cannon you built at home!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time</th>
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</tr>
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